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Introduction
They have been at a great feast of languages, and stolen the scraps.
William Shakespeare
Love's Labour's Lost

We will present some simple programming language constructs for the theoretical and experimental analysis
of synchronous parallel algorithms, continuously processing streams of data over time. We will describe new tools
to formally specify the input-output behaviour of algorithms on streams of data; to program and simulate the
algorithms; and to test algorithms against their formal specifications.
By a synchronous parallel algorithm we mean a network of modules or processors computing and
communicating in parallel, and synchronised by some global clock. We suppose that at various times new data are
received at the input modules, and that the network inputs and outputs infinite streams of data over time .
Synchronous algorithms, such as systolic algorithms, with regular structure and short communication channels are
suited to hardware implementation; it is this aspect that prompts our interest.
The constructs for representing synchronous parallel algorithms are abstract data types, clocks, function
routines and concurrent assignments. Together they form a programming language notation that is easy to define
formally, and simple to apply to a wide variety of algorithms (including the elegant, but complex toroidal networks).
Moreover, the concurrent assignment construct is easy to implement and hence leads to software tools that are
practically useful for the design and testing of synchronous systems. The language also allows proof systems for the
formal verification of programs and, via the abstract data types, the formalisation of the process of top-down design
by stepwise refinement. However, in this paper we will concentrate on the programming and testing of algorithms,
and emphasise the practical application of the constructs.
The ideas behind the main constructs are, of course, well known. In particular, the concurrent assignment
statement, often written

where x; is a variable and e; an expression for 1 ~ i ~n, has been used in Barron et al [1963], Dijkstra [1976], Gries
[1978], Welch [1983] and Hoare [1985] . Our own application of the construct to synchronous parallelism is
connected with our work on constructs for a functional language for defining synchronous parallel algorithms and,
in particular, for verifying that they meet specifications (see Thompson and Tucker [1985] and Thompson [1987]).
The language based on the concurrent assignment is computationally equivalent to the functional language, and is
intended as a complementary language for simulation and testing.
Independently, in Chandy and Misra [1986a], the concurrent assignment has been used for
of systolic algorithms with the aim of verifying programs as they are developed (using ideas
(This is part of their general theory of concurrent program development : see also Chandy and
Chandy and Misra [1986b].) Thus the material here complements and extends in a practical
theoretical ideas in their work.

the representation
about invariants).
Misra [1985] and
way some of the

The structure of the paper is as follows. In the first section, we describe in more detail the informal model of
synchronous computation and explain how the constructs can be used to formalise networks and algorithms; we
treat the case of a toroidal network as an illustration. In Section 2, we give a detailed analysis of the formal
specification and concurrent assignment representation of a linear systolic algorithm for convolution from Kung
[1982]. In Section 3 a linear and two dimensional sorter are studied and contrasted (these have been analysed
functionally and proved correct in Thompson and Tucker [1985]). Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of the
practical use of the constructs, and presents a methodology for the concurrent assignment representation of a certain
class of synchronous algorithms. Finally, in Section 5, we discuss a proposal to make a language CARESS based
upon the four constructs; in addition, we comment on the relationship between the functional approach to a
language for synchronous algorithms, and we suggest how they may be unified in the idea of a multirepresentational
software environment for the design of synchronous systems.
We wish to thank the following people for discussions related to the subject matter of this paper. First and
foremost we are indebted to B. C. Thompson. His work on the formal definition of a concurrent assignment
language and a functional language; on the proof of their computational equivalence; and on the formal theory of
top-down design for the functional language is an essential foundation for the language proposals of Section 5.
Secondly, we thank N. A. Harman and C. Jervis for discussions on streams and function routines respectively.

-2Finally, we thank J. van der Snepscheut for drawing our attention to the work of Chandy and Misra.

1. Synchronous systems and the concurrent assignment
In this section we discuss a model of synchronous parallel computation and the use of the concurrent
assignment for the representation and simulation of synchronous parallel algorithms.

1.1 What is a synchronous system?
We consider a synchronous parallel algorithm to be a network of processors or modules communicating and
computing in parallel, with data from a set A .
The modules in the network are capable of some specific internal processing and are connected with other
modules in the network via channels. Their behaviour is governed by a single clock. In each clock cycle, data is
passed between connected modules and there follows some processing at every module. The time cycle is long
enough to allow each module to complete both its external data communication and its internal processing. On
completion of a cycle, the clock delivers a signal to each processor in the network simultaneously, signifying that
communication and processing should once more proceed. New data can be read into the system from the source
modules and, after a number of clock cycles, the desired results will be available for output by the sink modules.
The operation of the system is maintained by the repeated loading of new data from an infinite input stream
= x(O), x(l), · · · into the source modules. The number of time cycles required between accepting one set of
input data and accepting the next is known as the input period of the system. In return the algorithm delivers an
infinite stream output y = y (0), y (1), · · · of results at the sink modules.

x

For example, consider the network depicted in Figure 1.1.1. Each pair of processors p; , Pi for i = so, 1, ... , n
and j = 1, ..., n, si, are connected together via channel c;J and are synchronised by the clock via enable channels
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Figure 1.1.1: Linear network of processors synchronised by global clock
During each clock cycle, every module passes data to its neighbour, with p I obtaining a new element from the
source module, and p. passing its datum to the sink module for output. Once the datum has been transmitted along
the channel, processing takes place and the result of this processing is ready for output at the end of the cycle. The
computation by module p; can be defined by some functional specification f; : A ➔ A, and the value it computes is
stored in a local register x;.
We are interested in synchronous rather than asynchronous systems because the concept of a single systemwide clock signal occurs naturally in hardware design; the clock signal serves two purposes: a sequencing reference,
serving the logical purpose of defining the order with which system state changes may occur, and a timing reference
serving the physical purpose of accounting for element and wiring delays in the paths from the input to output (see
Mead and Conway [1980]).
To represent such a synchronised parallel network it is convenient and useful to choose an abstraction
mechanism that facilitates clear, concise descriptions of the modules and clock, but which does not enter into
unnecessary detail concerning communication or the enabling process that controls synchronisation. In the next
section we will briefly explain why the concurrent assignment accomplishes this task and give some examples of its
use in Sections 2 and 3.
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1.2 The representation of synchronous systems

To represent a synchronous algorithm we must consider in tum its components:
First we define the data and clock used in the algorithm. For simplicity we denote the set of data by A and
denote the set of time cycles by T = {O, 1, · · · }. In the examples studied in this paper, A will be the domain of a
ring or a linearly ordered set; more generally A will be the domain of an abstract data type (see for example,
Liskov and Zilles (1975) and Goguen et al (1978)).

Data.

Network. Next we establish a method of uniquely labelling individual processors and the local registers at each

processor. For the linear networks in this paper we will label processors and stores from left to right (or top to
bottom) using single subscripted variables; for example, we let xi represent a register associated with module Pi.
For two and three dimensional networks we will use two and three dimensional cartesian coordinates, for example
Pii, xii and Piik, xiik, where xii represents a register associated with module Pii, and similarly for xip, and Piik. In
general, networks are represented using graphs.
Module.
fi :Am

We must establish a method of functionally specifying the module Pi by means of a function
➔ A.

Algorithm. To represent the parallel operation of n modules in the network we will use a concurrent assignment of

the form 1

wherein the variables x 1, ... , x,. represent the registers holding the results of the simultaneous operation of the
modules p 1, ... , p,., the functions f 1, ... , f,. : Am ➔ A represent the functional behaviour of the modules, and
1:::;\i:s;n.

Notice that the notation allows the communication topology of the network to be determined from the variable
dependencies in the concurrent assignment That is, the module Pi associated with xi := fi (x).. , ... , X).. ) in the
concurrent assignment will have incoming communication links from modules p).. , ..., p)..ia .
ii

..

il

In several examples computation by a module Pi is dependent on time and hence the module specification has
the form f i : T x Am ➔ A. In such cases the concurrent assignment representation is
x 1,

... ,x,.

:=f 1(t,x)..,
l1

... ,x).. ), ... ,f,.(t,x).., ... ,x).. ).
t.

. ,

-

Top-down design. The set A of data together with the functions f 1, ... , f,. specifying the modules constitute an
abstract data type D over which the algorithm is a simple concurrent assignment statement In practice, we must
equip the set A of data with basic operations over which we can program the functions f i. Thus we construct an
abstract data type D' to underpin the formalisation of the algorithm. The operations of D' will be chosen so that the
functional behaviour f i of a module Pi is definable by an appropriate function routine gi over the data type D ', i.e.
for fi : A"' ➔ A and g; a function routine over D'

f; (a)= gi (a)
for all a E Am, where g; (a) is the result of executing gi on a. In this way the algorithm formulated over D is
implemented over D '.
In the case that the modules are dependent on time the functions have the form f i : T x Am ➔ A and hence
the function routines must invoke operations on the time set T . We define a clock T to be an algebra with domain
{0,1, ... }, constant 0, and successor operation t + 1. A clock is the simplest abstract data type we can devise to
formalise time, and turns out to have important properties for the theory of synchronous systems (see Harman and
Tucker (1987)).
Ideally, and certainly in all our technical work, a function routine is understood to be a program that computes
a function without side effects in every context of its execution. In many cases the function routines are simply
expressions made by composing basic operations of the data type D '.
Implementing the functional specification f; by constructing function routine gi from the set of basic
operations of the data type D' (and clock T) is a natural step, of course. But since we may vary the choice of the
1

We assume, for notational simplicity, that all modules compute functions requiring m arguments.
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basic operators of D ', and systematically implement them in terms of function routines based on simpler operations,
and simpler abstract data types D ", the mechanism is the basis for a formalisation of a top-down design process
which we will not describe here.
As we have seen in discussing these five topics the constructs needed for representing algorithms are: abstract
data types and clocks to establish a level of data, time and module abstraction; function routines to analyse
computation by modules; and concurrent assignments to represent the synchronised parallel execution of modules in
networks. In concentrating on the practical use of these ideas, and on their application to examples, we will not do
justice to the technical merits of working with function routines and abstract data types and using them to perform
top-down design.

1.3 Toroidal networks
As as example, consider the two-dimensional network shown in Figure 1.3.1 which is known as a
bidirectional mesh-connected array (with n=3 in this case). The functional specification /;i of module Pii has
variable dependencies of the form:
/ij (X; J, X; J+I mod

11,

X;+I mod 11J, X; J-1 mod

11,

X;-1 mod nj)

.
.
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Figure 1.3.1: Communication topology of a bidirectional mesh-connected array

and the network can be represented by the concurrent assignment:
Xoo,

Xo2,

X10,

X12,

X20,

X22

f
f
f

/ 01 (xo1.Xo2.X 11.Xoo.X21),

f

10 (X10,X11,X20,X12.Xoo),

/ 11 (X11.X12.X21.X10.Xo1),

/ 12 (X12,X10,X22,X11.Xo2),

20 (x20.X21,Xoo.X22_xio),

f

/ 22 (X22.X20,Xo2.X21,X 12),

oo (Xoo,Xo1,x 10.Xo2.X20),

21 (X21.X22.Xo1.X20,X 11),

02 (xo2.Xoo,X 12.Xo1.X22),

In the concurrent assignment program notice how each local register x;1 at module Pii is dependent upon its own
value, and the values of external registers at its four nearest neighbouring
modules,
PiJ+I mod,., Pi+I mod nJ• Pi,j-1 mod,., Pi-I mod nJ·

-5Such a connected mesh array is best visualised as a toroidal network as shown in Figure 1.3.2.

Figure 1.3.2: Communcation topology of a torus

A number of toroidal networks and algorithms have been proposed (see for example, the papers on general
toroidal architectures Fiat and Shamir [1984], Martin [1981] and Sequin [1981], and those on graph theoretic
algorithms Van Scoy [1980] and Dewangan and Rangan [1983]). Using traditional techniques it is extremely
difficult to program and simulate such networks due to the complex communication paths involved, however with a
concurrent assignment scheme we can readily simulate algorithms utilising a toroidal architecture. Different
algorithms are implemented by simply choosing different modules and substituting different functional
specifications.
In conclusion, we note that the concurrent assignment specifies the operations of the registers of each module
in a network rather than the message and data flows between modules; that is, it is operation based and not
communication based. Naturally, all of the relevant communication and synchronisation details are present within
the assignment, but they are abstracted away within the semantics of the construct
Thus, the concurrent assignment provides a precise, simple and elegant high-level notation for the
representation of synchronous systems.

2. A case study - systolic convolution
The term systolic algorithm was first used by H. T. Kung to refer to certain synchronous parallel algorithms
typically consisting of a small number of basic modules repeated many times throughout a network, with
communication between neighbouring modules along which data is regularly pumped as dictated by a global clock.
Due to their regular structure and localised communications these systolic systems are particularly suited for
implementation using VLSI technology (see Kung [1982]).
Such algorithms are normally described in a semi-formal way, using text and diagrams rather like that of
Figure 1. 1. 1. The diagrams are of two types: those representing the communication topology of a system and those
representing each module within a network, together with (an attempt at) the functional specification of its
behaviour, as discussed in Section 1.2. The constructs provide a simple language to formalise these descriptions.
Simple and representative examples of many systolic systems are those implementing convolution.
Convolution is a fundamental process in digital system processing: see Blahut [1985]. We will first consider a
convolver as a black box and give it a formal specification from the point of view of a user; and then we will
describe a systolic algorithm (from Kung [1982]) that implements it.

USER SPECIFICATION
2.1 Informal specification of the user level
Convolution involves the calculation of the inner product of two vectors r = r 1, . •• , ,. , x =xi, ... , x. over a
ring R, such as the ring Z of integers or Z[X] of polynomials over z and is informally defined as follows:
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Let R be a ring. Given the fixed weights r1, , 2, •• •, , . e R and the stream x
compute the stream of results y = y (0), y (1), · · · defined by

= x(O), x(l),

· · · of data from R,

y(t) = r 1x(t) + ri,X(t+l) + · · · + ,.x(t+n-1),

with y (t)

E

R .

The convolver can be depicted as in Figure 2.1.1. It consists of two registers of length n: one holding
elements from the data stream x and the other holding the fixed weights , 1, •• •, , • ; and a core module to compute the
inner product of the contents of the two registers, the output from which forms the results stream y.
data register
data
stream

-

x(t)

x(t-1)

...

x(t-2)

x(t-n+l)

X

results
stream

Convolver

y

,.

'•-1

...

'•-2

'1

weights register
Figure 2.1.1: Diagram of a convolver

The system is initialised by loading r1, ..., ,. into the weights register, and loading x(O), ... , x(n-1) into the data
register. Once initialised, when the processor is operating normally, the following takes place during time cycle t :
the contents of the data register are updated by shifting the data one place to the right, with the leftmost location of
the data register obtaining a new value from the data stream x and the rightmost location of the data register
discarding its old value; the contents of both registers are passed to the module for the computation of the inner
product; and lastly the inner product is output, forming the results stream y. Thus within each cycle we input,
compute and output.
We will now formulate the convolution problem more rigorously.
2.2 Formal specification at the user level
Following the study of correlation in Harman and Tucker [1987], the process of convolution can formally be
defined as a stream transformation. Let T = {O, 1, · · · } be the set of discrete timepoints or cycles. We define a
sequence or stream of data from the ring R, to be a map x : T ➔ R and we denote the set of streams by [T ➔ R ].
The convolution process is based upon a function conv : R" x R"

➔

R defined by

where r = r1, · · · , ,. and x =xi, · · · , x•.
In our formalisation of the system, we will take the r/s to be fixed and the x; 's to be elements of the infinite
data stream x. A formal definition of convolution at the user level can be given as a stream transformation CONVu
of the following general form:
CONVu: [T ➔R] ➔ [T ➔R

u {u}]

CONVu (x) (t) = { ;onv (r1, · • · , ,., x(o 1(t)), · · ·, x(o.(t)))

if -,S (t) or -,R (t)
if S (t) and R (t),

Here u is a distinguished element not in R, indicating undefined or invalid data. The set-up predicate
S : T ➔ B determines when the system is first able to begin computing valid results, for example when it has loaded
the weights and the first n elements from the data stream x necessary for a convolution. The ready predicate
R : T ➔ B determines when a valid result has been computed and is ready for output; and the scheduling functions

-7Ii, : T

➔T

determine which elements from the data stream x are to be selected for input to the system.

Often the ready predicate R is based upon an output period 11. for the system, i.e. a constant rate at which valid
results are output from the system; and the scheduling functions Ii, depend upon an input period re for the system, i.e.
a constant rate at which data is loaded into the system.
In this example, the set-up predicate S : T ➔ B is defined by

s (t) = {

fr

if t < s
if t ;?; s'

wheres = n-l indicating that n clock cycles are required to read in the weights and the first n-element vector from
stream x . The ready predicate R : T ➔ B is defined by
R (t)

={

fr

ift<s+k
if t ~ s + k,

where k :?: 0 is the constant number of cycles required to compute the function conv. In the specification CONVu we
assume for simplicity that the function conv is computed within a single time cycle, i.e. we will aim to implement a
specification with k = o. The output period 11. is 1, since after the set-up time s, valid results are ready in every time
cycle. The scheduling functions Ii, : T ➔ T are defined by
Ii, (t)

=t

- (s + k) + i - 1

for i

= 1, ..., n

The input period re is 1, since we input new values in every time cycle.
In Table 2.2.1 the output stream of CONVu (x) (t) is shown (note thats

= n-1 and k = 0).

t

CONVu (x) (t)

0

u

n-2

u

n-1

conv (r 1,

n

· • •

conv (r 1,

t

,r. ,x(O), · · · ,x(n-1))

• • •

,r.,x(l), · · · ,x(n))

conv (ri, · · · ,r.,x(t-n+l), · · · ,x(t))

Table 2.2.1

Let us consider the model of time at work in this specification.
2.3 The model of time used in our analysis

The set T labels time cycles as shown in Figure 2.3.1.
clock shows t
during
(t+ l)th cycle

0

2

3

Figure 2.3.1: Model of time

t+l
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Within each cycle, values are input (if required), a computation takes place, and resulting values are output Thus,
registers typically change their value within a cycle. In tracing data through the system we must consistently choose
to record the contents of the register either before or after computation. We will choose to record the value after the
computation, at the end of the cycle.
For example, in the trace in Table 2.2.1 in the nth cycle when the clock shows n - 1, we record the end of
cycle value which is the first valid output.
Having specified the convolution problem at the user level let us look at a particular implementation, and
specify its behaviour as a stream transformation to formally compare the user specification and the implementation.

IMPLEMENTATION SPECIFICATION
2.4 Informal specification of the implementation
Let the convolution network Ncow be as depicted in Figure 2.4.1.

...... .....

ro:,,:• • ''

~1

w,
Pt

IE

>I I I
w,

w._,

P2

P•-1

IE~:• ~1

w.

IE,..,

I I
P•+I

Figure 2.4.1: Communication topology for convolution
Informally, Ncow describes the flow of data in stream x from cell to cell towards the right and the flow of
results forming the stream y from cell to cell towards the left. The variables w1, ••• • w. are registers holding the
weights ,., ..., r1; the variables x1, ..., x. are registers holding elements from the data stream x; and the variables
y1, ..., y. are registers holding intermediate values in the computation of the output stream y.
We will now functionally specify each module in the system. The modules p1, ... , P-+t are of three kinds: an
input/output module where elements from the data stream x are input and elements from the results stream y are
output; an inner-product module, for calculating the basic inner product step; and a zero module, for resetting the
system. The functionality of Pi for i = 2, ..., n is that of module Pi.,.,,_p""' in Figure 2.4.2, which is given using our
concurrent assignment notation and the function/ : R x R x R ➔ R defined by
f (w,x , y)=w xx +y.

The functionality of p 1 is that of Pio in Figure 2.4.2. The functionality of P-+1 is that of Pzero in Figure 2.4.2.

..,

Y

Figure 2.4.2: Basic modules
In the program representation of the system we will represent/ by the function routine:

:= 0

-9-

function f: ring * ring * ring -> ring
invars w,x,y;
outvars inner.prod;
inner.prod := w*x + y
endfunction
Network input and output: a single element from the data stream x is input every cycle (1t = 1) to register x 1 at
module pi, and a single element for the results stream y is output every cycle from register Yi at module Pt•

In the implementation we have chosen, a weight is pre-loaded into register wi of module Pi, for i = 1, ... , n.
The contents of the registers xi and Yi are passed between neighbouring cells in opposite directions; Pi passes the
contents of its register xi to module Pi+1 for i = 1, ... , n-1, and it passes the contents of its Yi register to module Pi-t
for i = 2 . . . . . n. At each new cycle, the contents of xi at module Pi is multiplied with its pre-loaded weight in
register wi and added to the contents of the incoming Yi+t• As the values flow through the system, the inner product
is computed in stages, with partial results for module Pi being accumulated in register Yi.
From Figure 2.4.2 the contents of xi is set to the contents of xi-1 for i = 2 , ... , n and the contents of Yi is set to
the value of Yi +1 + xiwi for i = 1, ... , n . The contents of register Y-+1 at module P-+1 is always set to O so that the
accumulating results collecting at Yn are initialised to 0.
To compute convolution with this algorithm we first load the weights ri, ... , rn into the weight registers
w 1, · · · , wn in reverse order (that is ri is placed in register wn-i+1). To ensure correct interaction of the x 's with the
y 's

we need to pad each element in the x stream with O's. After 2(n-l) cycles the first result appears at the sink
module, followed by a new result every two cycles.
Let us now formulate a concurrent assignment program for the representation of this algorithm.

2.5 Concurrent assignment program for the implementation
To represent the data flow and processing in the system we need to define the values assigned to each local
register xi, Yi at module Pi ( where appropriate) for i = 1 , ... , n + 1.
From the informal discussion above the value assigned to xi at module Pi is given by
xi = xi-I

for i = 2, ... , n,

with x 1 obtaining its value from the data stream x. As a concurrent assignment we have (for n=3, say):
(A)

x2, x3 := xl, x2
Similarly, the value assigned to Yi at module Pi is given by
f (w1,x1,yi)
Yi

= /

(wi.Xi,Yi+1)

{ 0

for i = 1
for i = 2, ..., n
for i = n+l.

As a concurrent assignment we thus have (for n=3, say):
(B)

yl, y2, y3, y4 := f(wl,xl,y2), f(w2,x2,y3), f(w3,x3,y4), 0

So, by enclosing (A) and (B) in a repeat-forever statement, to maintain the operation of the system over time,
and adding data read and write statements as specified above, we arrive at the concurrent assignment program PcoNV
(omitting variable and function declarations):
t,xl ,x2,x3, yl,y2,y3,y4 := 0, 0,0,0, 0,0,0,0; -- initialise values
read (wl,w2,w3); -- input constant weights
repeat
read (xl); -- input new data elements every cycle
x2,x3,y l ,y2,y3,y4 := x 1,x2,f(w 1,x l ,y2),f( w2,x2,y3 ),f( w3,x3,y4 ),0;
write (yl); -- output results every cycle
t := t + 1
forever
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2.6 Stream scheduling and weight loading for the implementation

For PcoNV to operate correctly it must be delivered specific data. The weights ri, ... ,r. must be loaded correctly
into the system and the data stream x must be re-scheduled so that its elements reach the system at the desired time.
As mentioned above the weights ri, ..., r. are loaded into modules p 1,
holds the weight r•-i+I•

.•. ,p.

in reverse order, that is register w;

The input data stream x : T ➔ R is embedded in a new stream x' with new system clock T' ; we define
x ' : T' ➔ R by

,

if odd(t)
if even(t).

{ 0

x (t) =

x(t div 2)

Each time cycle of T is divided into two time cycles of r '. In Table 2.6.1 the relation between the input and output
streams and values of the registers of P coNV at each time cycle of T' are shown (for n = 3).
Time

Register Contents

t

so

si

XJ

Yi

0

x(O)

x(O)r 3

x(O)

x(O)r 3

1
2
3
4=2(n-l)
5
6
7
8
9

0

0

0

0

x(l)

x(l)r 3+x(O)r 2

x(l)

x(l)rJ+x(O)rz

0

0
y (0)
0
y (1)
0
y (2)
0

0

0

x(2)

x (2)r 3+x (l)r 2+x (O)r 1

0
x(3)

x(2)

0
x(3)

0
x(4)

0

Yi

X3

YJ

Y4

0

0

x(O)

x(O)r 2

0
0

0
0

0

0

x(O)

x(O)r 1

x(l)

x(l)r 2+x(O)r 1

0

0

0

0

x(l)

x(l)r 1

0

x(2)

x (2)rz+X (l)r1

0

0

x (3)r 3+x (2)r 2+x (l)r 1

0

0

x(2)

X (2)r1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X2

0

0

x(3)

x(3)r 2+x(2)r 1

0

0

x(4)

x(4h+x(3)rz+x(2)r 1

0

0

x(3)

x(3)r 1

0

0

x(4)

x(4)r 2+x(3)r 1

0

0

Table 2.6.1

Notice that we do not have any controlling information in PcoNV for ensuring that only valid results are output,
since at this stage we assume the output values are all valid Clearly, from Table 2.6.1 we can see that the results
are meaningless until t=2(n-l), after which valid results are produced every 2 cycles. Below we will formally
specify the system and state which results are valid and invalid from the user's viewpoint.

2.7 Formal specification of the implementation
A formal definition of convolution at the implementation level can now be given as the stream transformation
CONVi defined by
0

CONV1

CONV1

[T ➔R] ➔ [T ➔R]

:

(

X

0

. t = {uconv
) ()

(r 1,

The set-up predicate S : T
by
R (t) = {

!

• • · ,

-t

,

.

r., x (0 1(t)), · · ·, x (6.(t)))

if-S (t)or -,R (t)
if S (t) and R (t),

1B is defined as above but withs

= 2(n-1). The ready predicate R : T

-t

Bis defined

if (t - (s + k)) mod A.* 0 or t < s + k
if (t - (s + k)) mod A.= 0 and t 2: s + k,

The output period l is 2, since after the set-up time s, valid results are ready in every two time cycles. The
scheduling functions 6; : T ➔ T are defined by
0;(t)=t-(s+k)+i-1

fori=l, ... ,n

The input period 1t is 1, since we input new values in every time cycle.
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RECONCILIATION AND TESTING
2.8 Reconciliation of the user and implementation level specifications

It is now necessary to reconcile the implementation-level specification CONV1 with the user level specification
and to verify that they are consistent.

CONVu

On inspection of the two specifications, CONVu and CONV1, it can be seen that they are essentially equivalent,
the only differences being that
(a) the set-up times of CONV1 is 2(n-l) (and not n-1 as in CONVu ), due to the necessary embedding of the data
stream x within the data stream x·, which has alternate zero elements for padding;
(b) the output period ). of CONV1 is 2 (and not 1 as in CONVu ), again due to the differences between the two
streams x and x·.
These differences are reconciled if we consider that the clock r· of CONV1 is simply a clock that is retimed to
run at twice the speed of the clock T of CONVu. Theoretical tools for formalising the equivalence of stream
transformations up to such retimings can be found in Harman and Tucker [1987].
Thus to establish that the systolic convolution algorithm, as represented by the program Pcow, is a correct
implementation of CONVu we have only to establish that it is a correct implementation of CONV1 .

2.9 Verification and testing
We are now in a position to test Pcow against its formal specification CONV1. Traditionally, we would need
to execute Pcow upon an appropriate file of test data streams and then compare the results produced with those
produced by hand simulation of the specification CONV1.
However, thanks to the formalisms we have developed, and in particular the fact that CONV1 is a formal
specification, it is possible to automate this process. A software toolset can be developed to:
(a) automatically generate the test streams,
(b) automatically execute the program Pcow upon these test streams, and also animate its specification CONV1 ;
and
(c) automatically give an analysis of the equivalence of the specification and its implementation.
We will return to these points in Section 4.

3. More examples of synchronous systems

In the previous section we formally specified a convolver at the user level CONVu; gave a concurrent
assignment program Pcow to implement it; formally specified the implementation by CONV1 ; reconciled CONV1
with CONVu; and discussed the validation of Pcow against CONV1. In this section we provide a similar formal
treatment of two different sorting algorithms.

USER SPECIFICATION
3.1 Informal specification at the user level
Sorting is the rearranging of a vector x = x 1, ... , x0 of elements from a totally ordered set D into a vector
y =y 1 , ··· , Yn ofsortedelementswherey 1 ~Yi~ ··· ~Yn •
Informally a general sorter, that processes a stream of vectors to be sorted, is shown in Figure 3.1.1. It
consists of a register to hold a vector of length n of elements supplied from a data stream of vectors
x = x(O), x(l), · · · ; a core module to sort the data; and a register to hold a sorted vector of length n of elements, to
form the results stream y = y (0), y (1),

- 12 -

data stream x

x(o(s+t))

Sorter

y (o(s+t))

results stream y

Figure 3.1.1: Diagram of a general parallel sorter
Suppose that after some initial set-up times, a vector of data is input into the data register from the stream x every 1t
time cycles. The contents of the data register is then passed to the sorter module and after A time cycles the latest
sorted vector (which is not necessarily the last vector input if the sorter unit pipelines its inputs) is loaded into the
results register for output to the stream y. Notice in our specification below we assume that the input period 1t and
the output period A are equal.
We will now formulate the sorter more rigorously.

3.2 Formal specification at the user level
➔ D"

Stream sorting is based upon a function sort : D"
sort (x) =

for some permutation p: [l,n]

➔ [l,n]

such thatxp(ll

~

defined by

{xp(I), ... ,

....

~

xp1..J

xP<•>·

A formal definition of the sorter at the user level can be given as the stream transformation SORT of a form
similar to that in 2.2

SORT (x) (t) = { ~ort (x (o(t)))

if -,S (t) or -,R (t)
if S (t) and R (t),

Here u indicates invalid data and the set-up predicate S : T

s

(t) = {

~

for some s

➔

if t < s
ift ~s.
~

R(t)={~

➔

0. The ready predicate R : T

B is defined by

if(t-s)mod A.;tOor t < s
if (t-s) mod A.= 0 and t ~ s.

In addition, the scheduling function

6 (t) = ((t-s) div

1t).

o: T

➔T

is defined by

B is defined by

- 13 Table 3.2.1 shows the output stream of SORI (x) (t).
t

SORT (x) (t)

0

u

s + A.-1
s + A.
s + A-+l

u
sort (x(O))
u

s + 211.
s + 2A-+l

sort (x (1))
u

s + t* A.
s + t* A-+l

sort (.x(t))
u

Table 3.2.1

Having specified sorting at the user level let us now look at two particular implementations and specify their
behaviour as stream transformers to enable us to formally compare the user's specification and the implementation.
Let us assume that n is even.

IMPLEMENTATION SPECIFICATION
3.3 Example 1 - the odd-even sorter
The first sorter is based upon the odd-even sort algorithm (see Batcher [1968] or Knuth [1973]) and has an
input and output period of n cycles. The informal idea of the algorithm is best understood by studying Figures 3.3.1
and 3.3.2.
Let the network NoE be denoted by Figure 3.3.1.

Data Stream x

··. ·········· ·· ········· ···· ···· ···· ····················· ····· ······· ···.
:

source

:

...... . ..... .... ..... ..... . . ...... ..... .... ... ... .... ..... . ............

sink

Results Stream y

Figure 3.3.1: Communication topology for the odd-even sorting network.

Informally, NoE describes the comparison and exchange cycle between neighbouring modules, with new data
pumped into the system from the source as required, and the sorted values pumped to the sink.
We will now functionally specifiy each module in the system. The modules pi, ... , p. are of four kinds: a
boundary module for the leftmost cell; an even module for the even numbered cells; an odd module for the odd
numbered cells; and a boundary module for the rightmost cell.
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The functionality of p I is that of module p 1,fl in Figure 3.3.2 where fleft : T x D x D
min(x ,rightx)
fleft (t,x,rightx)= { x

The functionality of Pi for i = 2,4, ... ,n-2
[even : T x D x D x D ➔ D is defined by

is that of module Podd
.

=

in Figure 3.3.2 where function

if even (t)
if odd (t).

max( leftx ,x)
[even (t ,leftx ,x ,rightx) = { min(x ,rightx)

fodd (t ,leftx ,x ,rightx)

D is defined by

if even (t)
if odd (t) .

is that of module p,.,.n

The functionality of Pi for i = 3,5, ... ,n-l
fodd : T x D x D x D ➔ D is defined by

➔

in Figure 3.3.2 where function

if even (t)
if odd (t ).

{ min(x ,rightx)
max(leftx ,x)

The functionality of Pn is that of module p righl in Figure 3 .3 .2 where function fright : T x D x D
fright (t,leftx,x)=

{

max(leftx ,x)
x

➔

D is defined by

if even (t)
if odd (t) .

xi

X;

.-

X;

.-

.-

fleft(I ,x 1,,x 2)

.-

[even (1 .X;-i.X; .X;. 1)

fodd(t .X;-1.X;.X;+1>

fright (1 .x._1.x.)

P 1 =p,,fi

pi =p._

P;=P"""

P.=P,.,-

x•

Figure 3.3.2: Basic modules

In the program representation of the system we will represent fleft, feven, fodd, fright by the four corresponding
function routines below.
function fleft: time * data * data -> data
invars t. x, rightx;
outvars result;
if even (t) then
result := min (x, rightx)
else
result := x
ti
end function

function feven: time* data* data* data-> data
invars t. leftx, x, rightx;
outvars result;
if even (t) then
result:= max (leftx, x)
else
result:= min (x, rightx)
ti
endfunction

- 15 function fodd : time * data * data
invars t, leftx, x, rightx;
outvars result;
if even (t) then
result:= min (x, rightx)
else
result:= max (leftx, x)
fl
endfunction

* data -> data

function fright : time * data * data -> data
invars t, leftx, x;
outvars result;
if even (t) then
result := max (leftx, x)
else
result := x
fl
endfunction
Network input and output: a vector of elements from the data stream x is input every n cycles (7t = n) into the
registers xi, ..., x.; and a vector of elements for the results stream y is output every cycle from registers xi, ... , x •.
In this implementation, every even cycle the minimum of the values in registers xi-I and xi for (for i = 2,4, ...,n)
is stored in register xi-I and the maximum is stored in register xi. Every odd cycle the minimum of the values in
registers xi and xi+i for (for i = 2,4, ... ,n-2) are stored in register xi and the maximum is stored in register xi +I Notice,
the endpoint modules p I and p. only perform their comparison and swap operation at even cycles; during odd cycles
they retain their previous values.
After n cycles the registers xi, ..., x. will hold the sorted values ready for output to stream y via the sink
module and the system is ready to accept the next elements from stream x
Let us now formulate a concurrent assignment program for the representation of this algorithm.
3.4 Concurrent assignment program for the implementation
By constructing a suitable concurrent assignment from the description above, and adding suitable data input
and output statements; we arrive at the concurrent assignment program PoE (for n=6, say, omitting the variable and
function declarations):
pi,t := 6,0;

-- initialise variables

repeat
if (t mod pi = 0) then -- only read new data every pi cycles.
read (x 1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6)
else
skip -- ignore any data
fl;
x l ,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6
fleft( t,x l ,x2),feven( t,x l ,x2,x3 ),fodd( t,x2,x3,x4 ),feven( t,x3,x4,x5) ,fodd( t,x4,x5 ,x6),fright( t,x5 ,x6);
write (xl ,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6); -- ouput results every cycle
t := t + 1
forever
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A dry run of P oE on data D = N for the data stream .x defined by
654321
.x (t) = { 0 0 0 0 0 0

if t mod
if t mod

1t

=0
0,

1t "F'

is given in Table 3.4.1.
Time

Stream Elements

Register Contents

t

sink

source

X1

X2

X3

X4

X5

X6

0
1

5,6,3,4,1,2
5,3,6,1,4,2
3,5,1,6,2,4
3,1,5,2,6,4
1,3,2,5,4,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
5,6,3,4,1,2
5,3,6,1,4,2
3,5,1,6,2,4
3,1,5,2,6,4
1,3,2,5,4,6
1,2,3,4,5,6
S,6,3,4,1,2

6,5,4,3,2,1
0,0,0,0,0,0

5

6
3

3
6
1
5
2
3
3
6
1

4
1

1
4

6
2
5
4
4
1
6
2
5
4
4

2
6
4
5
1
4
2
6
4
5
1

2
2
4
4
6
6
2
2
4
4
6
6
2

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

o,o,o,o,o,o
0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
6,5,4,3,2,1
0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
0,0,0,0,0,0
6,5,4,3,2,1

5

3
3
1
1

s
5
3
3
I
I

s

5
1
3
2
6
3

5
1
3
2
6

5
2
3
3

Table3.4.1

3.5 Formal specification of the implementation
By studying Table 3.4.1 it is easily seen that meaningful data appears at cycles 5, 11, · · · and that the
implementation specification of PoE is exactly stream transformation SORT withs= n-1 and 7t =A.= n. Thus the
reconciliation is trivial and testing may proceed.
We will now develop an implementation for a different sorter, which we will call the Expanded Odd-Even
sort, which has an input and output period of 1, but requires O (n 2) time independent modules.

3.6 Example 2 - the expanded odd-even sorter
The second sorter can be seen as an expansion of the Odd-Even sorter over time. The informal idea of the
algorithm is best understood by studying Figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2.
Let the network NEoE be denoted by Figure 3.6.1. We will now functionally specifiy each module in the
system. The modules p 11 , ••• , p.,. are of three kinds: an identity module which simply passes elements through
unaltered; a min module which stores the minimum of its two .inputs; and a max module which stores the maximum
of its two inputs.
The functionality of pij for (i=2,4, ... ,n and j=l,n) is that of module Pid in Figure 3.6.2. The functionality of P,i
for (i,j=l,3, ... ,n or i=2,4, ... ,n and j=2,4, ... ,n-2) is that of module Prrun in Figure 3.6.2. The functionality of Pii for
(i=l,3, ... ,n-1 and j=2,4, ... ,n or i=2,4, ... ,n and j=3,5, ... ,n-l) is that of Prmx in Figure 3.6.2.

· 17 •
Data Stream x

..
j

..
j

source

:.

..l

1·

~

l.......................................... ..........Results
. ....~'.~~····························································l
Stream
y

Figure 3.6.1: Communcation topology of the expanded odd•even sorting network.

X,j

Pid

Pmm

Figure 3.6.2: Basic modules

Pmax
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Network input and output: A vector of elements from the data stream x is input every cycle (1t = 1) into the
registers x 0i, ... , xo,,; and a vector of elements for the results stream y is output every cycle from registers xn 1, ••• , Xnn .

The value of register x ii at module Pii for i ,j = 1, ... , n is:
x i-1,i

Xii

=

min (xi-i,j.Xi-!J+ll
{ max(xi-!J-! .Xi-JJ)

if i = 2,4, ... ,n and j = I, n
if i ,j = 1,3,... ,n-l or i = 2,4, ... ,n and j = 2,4, ... ,n-2
if i = 1,3, ... ,n-1 and j = 2,4, ...,n or i = 2,4, ...,n and j

= 3,5, ... ,n-l.

The principal differences between the two sorters are: the communication topology - in OE it is linear and in
EOE it is two-dimensional; the input and output periods 1t and l respectively - in OE they are both n and in EOE
they are both 1; and time dependence - the modules of OE are dependent upon time and those of EOE are
independent of time.
The reason for 1t = l = 1 in EOE is that the modules only retain their values for one cycle before passing them
on, rather than storing them locally for n cycles, thus leaving their stores empty ready for another value during the
next cycle, i.e. EOE pipelines its values.
Let us now formulate a concurrent assignment program for the representation of this algorithm.
3.7 Concurrent assignment program for the implementation
From Figures 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 the operation of each module Pii is no longer dependent upon time, but upon its
position in the network; by supplying the necessary coordinates to the basic modules we trivially arrive at the
following concurrent assignment program (for n=6, say, omitting the variable and function declarations):
repeat
read (x01,x02,x03,x04,x05,x06); -- read in new data every cycle
xll,
x21,
x31 ,
x41 ,
x51,
x61 ,

x12,
x22,
x32,
x42,
x52,
x62,

x13,
x23,
x33,
x43,
x53,
x63,

x14,
x24,
x34,
x44,
x54,
x64,

xl5,
x25,
x35,
x45,
x55,
x65,

xl6,
x26,
x36,
x46,
x56,
x66

min(x01,x02),
xll,
min(x21,x22),
x31,
min(x41,x42),
x51,

max(x01,x02),
min(xl2,x13),
max(x21,x22),
min(x32,x33},
max(x41 ,x42),
min(x52,x53),

min(x03,x04),
max(x12,xl3),
min(x23,x24),
max(x32,x33),
min(x43,x44),
max(x52,x53),

max(x03,x04),
min(xl4,x15),
max(x23,x24),
min(x34,x35),
max(x43,x44),
min(x54,x55),

min(x05,x06),
max(xl4,xl5),
min(x25,x26),
max(x34,x35),
min(x45,x46),
max(x54,x55),

max(x05,x06),
x16
max(x25,x26),
x36
max(x45,x46),
x56;

write (x61,x62,x63,x64,x65,x66); -- output results every cycle

t := t + 1
forever

A dry run of PEOE on data D = N for the repeated data stream x defined by
X

is given in Table 3.7.1.

(t) = 6 5 4 3 2 1
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Time

Stream Elements

Register Contents i

t

sink

source

j

i =1

i =2

i =3

i =4

i =5

i =6

0

0,0,0,0,0,0

6,5,4,3,2,l

1

o,o,o,o,o,o

6,5,4,3,2,l

1
2
3
4
5
6
1

5
0
0
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
5
3
0
0
0
5
5
3
3
0
0
5
5
3
3

6
0
0
0
0
0
6
3
0
0
0
0
6
3
5
0
0
0
6
3
5
1
0
0
6
3
5
1
3
0
6
3

3
0
0
0
0
0
3
6
0
0
0
0
3
6
1
0
0
0
3
6
1
5
0
0
3
6
1
5

4
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
0
0
0
4
1
6
0
0
0
4
1
6
2
0
0
4
1
6
2
5
0
4

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
1
4

2
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
4
0
0
0
2
2
4
4
0
0
2
2
4
4
6
0
2
2
4
4
6
6
2
2
4
4
6
6

2

2

0,0,0,0,0,0

6,5,4,3,2,1

3

0,0,0,0,0,0

6,5,4,3,2,1

4

0,0,0,0,0,0

6,5,4,3,2,1

5

1,2,3,4,5,6

6,5,4,3,2,l

3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2

6

1,2,3,4,5,6

6,5,4,3,2,l

3
4
5
6
1
2
3

I

0
5
5
3
3

0
3
6
1
5
2
3
3

6
2
5
4
4

6

I

s

I

6

I

s

2

3
2

2

s

1
4
2
6
4

3

4

s

s
I

I
I

3

s

6
3

4

5
3
3

s

I

6

I

2

2
0
0
0
1
4
2
6
0
0
1
4
2
6
4
0

2

I

I

4
2
6
4

s

Table 3.7.1

3.8 Formal specification of the implementation
By studying Table 3.7.1 it can be seen that after an initialisation period of n time cycles when t = n - I, the
implementation PEOE performs exactly the stream transformation SORT with s = n-1 and 1t =A= 1. Thus the
reconciliation is trivial and testing may proceed.

4. Practical observations

In this section we will discuss some practical problems that arise when building algorithms using the proposed
language constructs. We will then formulate a methodology for the construction of concurrent assignment programs
for a general class of synchronous systems, including those studied in this paper.
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4.1 Concurrent assignment programs

The use of abstract data types, clocks and function routines are fairly well covered in the literature, and we do
not discuss them in any more detail here. However, from a practical viewpoint, the concurrent assignment is little
used and not as well understood and so we will discuss it in more detail.
Concurrent assignment programs as we have described them suffer from two principal difficulties:
They are inflexible. Any concurrent assignment program will describe a network for a fixed number n of
modules; to alter the network size it is necessary to re-specify the concurrent assignment program. We do not want
to completely rewrite a program, adding new variables and so on, every time we alter n . Ideally n, and any other
parameters of the system, should only be changed once (for example, at the head of the program) to effect the
desired change.
They can be incomprehensible. If n is large then, due to the long concurrent assignments, it is more difficult
to comprehend the program and its construction is therefore more error prone .
To solve these problems we need to introduce suitable software tools into the user' s programming
environment: to ease the writing of concurrent assignment programs, and to allow changes to be made
automatically. A number of approaches suggest themselves:
(a) augment our programming language with higher-level constructs;
(b) produce an independent pre-processing language that allows parameterisations and a translator for this
language that maps on to the simpler basic concurrent assignment language;
(c) input concurrent assignments under the control of a syntax-directed editor, which has the ability to
automatically expand a simple notation into concurrent assignments; or
(d) use an interactive graphics system that permits the specification of networks and modules graphically, rather
than textually, so that the diagrams can then be converted automatically into concurrent assignment programs.
An example of a system that gives the user the ability to interactively specify networks and concurrent systems
graphically is the Hearts system (see Snyder [1986] and Snyder [1984]).
We are against increasing the size of the base language as in approach (a) because, by keeping the language
small, the formal specification of the syntax and semantics of the language is easy, and the production of faster,
neater and more reliable compilers is simple. Approaches (b), (c) and (d) are preferable since they allow us to
establish the simple concurrent assignment language as a kernel language, upon which the many other tools within
the programming environment can base their output (see Section 5).
A typical aid to concurrent assignment program construction, such as the pre-processor, would operate as
shown in Figure 4.1.1.
preprocessor
program

pre-processor

concurrent
assignment
program
com plier

"'
compiled
code
pro1 ram

exec µtion
V

Figure 4.1.1: The interaction of the pre-processor with the compiler

The simplest approach is (b) and we have built a prototype pre-processor for the prototype kernel language. In
addition, we are currently developing an interactive graphics interface as mentioned in (d). We will design a
syntax-directed editor at a later stage.
Having constructed in our language an executable implementation of a network using the tools above, it is
necessary to exercise it upon streams of data. We will now discuss aspects of generating streams for such purposes.
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4.2 Stream scheduling or compilation
A characteristic of the synchronous algorithms we are interested in is that they work upon infinite data
streams. These streams tend to be more simple at the user level than at the algorithm or network level.
For example, in the elementary case of convolution in Section 2, the user specification CONVu operates upon
the x data stream
x

=x(0), x(l),

···

whereas the program PcoNV operates upon a suitably translated data stream x ' where elements from the stream x are
padded with alternate O's,
x'

= x(0), 0, x(l), 0,

···

This mapping between user level and network level streams we will call stream scheduling or stream
compilation. This is a subject for independent theoretical investigation but we may still raise the question of how to
handle the input and output of these streams in our programs.
One approach for dealing with streams in a network is to incorporate any necessary translations within the
program implementation of the network itself. This is achieved through the use of a special source routine or
module which takes a user level stream and transforms it into a network level stream, and a special sink routine or
module which transforms the network level stream back to a user level stream. Hence, in this approach not only
does the program have to implement the network, it also has the task of transforming data streams between different
levels. In some cases these transformations can be as complex as the system algorithm. As a result the
implementation of a system becomes far more complex than is necessary because we are trying to solve two
problems at once: implementation of the network and translation of the streams.
For this reason, we feel it is necessary to abstract details concerning stream scheduling or stream compilation
away from the details of a system; the source and sink modules, and the network modules should be separate
sections of code. To do this an independent stream specification and translating language is necessary, to write
specifications that generate files of data, and to write algorithms that map between the different stream levels. Thus,
in this language we define the sets of streams to be input at the user level and the algorithms, called protocols or
schedules, that load the streams into the network. In essence our configuration will look like that in Figure 4.2.1.
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Figure 4.2.1: Compilation of streams between user and network levels

The user will enter a stream at one level, this will be compiled into a lower level to be operated upon by the
concurrent assignment implementation of the network, the output from which will be re-compiled back to the user
level for eventual display to the user.
The process of rec<?nciliation described after each example in Sections 2 and 3 becomes the matter of
compiler correctness for schedules in the general situation. Some simple formal tools for analysing scheduling by
means of clock retimings after the fashion of Section 1 are contained in Harman and Tucker [1987] . A very general
theoretical analysis has been undertaken by our colleague K. Meinke (see Meinke [1987]). Upon these theoretical
foundations a stream compiler will be designed.
4.3 A practical programming methodology

Although some of the tools mentioned above aid the construction of large concurrent assignment programs,
they do not significantly aid the transition from an informal algorithm specification to an executable program, i.e.
given a user specification and a collection of semi-formal systolic pictures we have no way of routinely or
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We will give a general scheme for user specifications that applies to a class of synchronous systems we are
interested in, and then develop a programming methodology based around formal specifications of that special class.
The specification allows simple stream generation and compilation, and a parameterisation suitable for a
preprocessing tool for the language. Following Harman and Tucker [1987] we will define a very simple general
scheme for data independent stream transformers.

4.4 The general scheme of type I
Let C 1, •••, C,, A 1, • •• , A, be non-empty sets of data
Letf:TxCc,X ... XCc,xA .., x ... xA,._ ➔ Aµ, x ... xAµ_ where C1, ...,C1E{l, ...,r}, A.1, ... ,A.nE{l, ... ,s}
and µ1, ... , µ,,. E (1, ... , s} be the functional specification of a processor.
Let the set-up predicate S : T ➔ B be defined by
ff

s

(t)

= { tt

if t < s
if t ~ s'

where s is the set-up time of the system. Let the ready predicate R : T
ff
R (t)= { tt

➔B

be defined by

if (t-s) mod A.* 0 or t < s
if(t-s)mod A.=Oandt ~s.

where A is the output period ands is the set-up time. Finally, let the scheduling functions oi : T
6i (t)

= ((t-s) div

7t) + i - 1 for i

➔

T be defined by

= 1, ..., n ,

where 7t is the input period.
We say stream transformation F: [T ➔ A;.) x · · · x [T ➔ A,._] ➔ [T ➔ Aµ, ] x · · · x [T ➔ Aµ_] is defined
from function f by a data independent scheme of type I if for S, R and 61, ... , On as above and parameters ai E Cc,
if-.S(t) or -,R(t)
if S (t) and R (t)

Here A."= Aiu{u} for u is a distinguished element not in Ai, indicating undefined or invalid data. This processor is
said to have a dynamic functional specification F and a static functional specification f.
For example, to illustrate this scheme we will re-specify CONVu and CONV1 from Section 2. Here
Ci = Ai = R for i = 1, ..., n ; and f is conv : Rn x Rn ➔ R defined by

the set-up predicate S (t) has the same definition with S as above; the ready predicate R : T
R (t) = {

~

➔

B is defined by

if (t-s) mod A.* 0 or t < s
if(t-s)mod A.=Oandt ~s.

and replacing A by its value, 1 in CONVu we have:
R (t) = {

~

i.e if t < s
i.e. if t ~ s;

ifffort<s
if tt and t ~ s

and finally, the scheduling functions oi : T
O; (t)

= ((t-s) div

=t

7t)

+ i - 1 for i

- s + i - 1 for i

= 1,

➔T

are defined by

... , n

= 1 , ... , n.

where 1t is replaced by its value 1 in CONVu. Thus we have F = CONVu : [T ➔R]
u

CONVu (x) (t)

= { conv

(r 1,

· · ·

,rn,x(o1(t)), · · · ,x(on(t)))

➔ [T ➔R 1defined

by

if -,S (t) or --,R (t)
if S (t) and R (t),

i.e. CONVu is a stream transformer of type I.
Having shown that CONVu is a stream transformer of type I, by referring back to Section 2 we also notice that
CONV1 is of exactly the same form as CONVu when we sets = 2(n-l), A= 2 and 1t = l; hence CONV1 is also a stream
transformer of type I.
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The specification of SORT is already in the general form, so we do not need to re-specify it. What is now
necessary is to devise a programming methodology and supporting software tools that can realistically be applied to
this general scheme to produce concurrent assignment algorithms.
4.5 A methodology for the construction of concurrent assignment programs

A systematic approach to the construction of concurrent assignment programs is necessary. If we do not have
a methodology for their construction then, as algorithms and networks get increasingly complex (for example,
algorithms based on the toroidal networks of Section 1), we will soon be dealing with large concurrent assignment
programs that are not only difficult to prove correct, but also bear little or no resemblance to their original algorithm
description.
In consequence, we need a high level pre-processing language that is tailored to the construction of
implementations of a set of algorithms (for example algorithms that conform to a general scheme such as that of
type I); facilitates the automatic generation of arbitrary large concurrent assignments; and retains the structure of the
original informal algorithm description.
The programs in this paper have the following general form:
variable declaration -- omitted for reasons of space.
function definition -- define function routines.
variable initialisation -- initialise variables where necessary and read in system constants
repeat -- execute our input, compute, output cycle continually
conditional read statement; -- read new data every mh cycle.
concurrent assignment; -- execute network.
write statement; -- write data every cycle.
t ::: t + 1 -- increment system clock.
forever

Notice that the input, compute, output model of cycle activity of Section 2.3 is explicit in the program
structure; i.e. each cycle we input data if required according to the input period; compute on the data; and output the
results for tracing and analysis.
We need to isolate the parameters and functions that differ between individual specifications and their
implementations and develop a suitable notation to represent them. From the type I scheme and the example
programs, the significant differences between programs are: the dimensions of the system; the definition of the
network N (i.e. the concurrent assignment implementation of the function f in the general scheme); the input period
1t when it is not 1 since we need to know when to input new values; constant values occurring in the system; and the
registers at which stream input and output occur for the system.
We want N to be a single concurrent assignment constructed from the systolic diagrams of our algorithm
description. However, we do not specify one large concurrent assignment, since this would re-introduce the
problems of bulk and inflexibility, but instead we specify a collection of different basic cells or modules and
function routines (taken directly from our informal algorithm description) together with their correct placement in
the network from which we can generate a concurrent assignment of any desired size.
4.6 An introduction to a high level pre-processor

To illustrate our pre-processor we will re-implement PcoNV directly from its original specification in Section
2. We will then compare the new high level program HcoNV and the kernel level concurrent assignment program
Pcow2 it generates.
4.6.1 Convolution

We need to specify the dimensions of the particular network we wish to create, any function routines used by
the program, a description of the basic cells that form the network, and the registers at which stream input and
output occur for the system,
Consider HcoNv in Figure 4.6.1. An account of the main features and constructs of this program is presented
below:
The sysparams block (1) specifies the variables parametrising the algorithm; in this case the size n of the
network. The algorithm construct (2) denotes the start of the algorithm. The notation "ring· n" is a shorthand for
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to enclose the type and number of those values that
are expected as stream elements. Thus algorithm conv requires a vector of n constants, and a single input stream of
values; and outputs a single stream of values.
II

11

11

•

[

•••

]"

The var<expr> notation (3) signifies that the evaluated expression expr will be concatenated to the variable
var, for example x<0> will be replaced by x0 and W<i> where i := 1 to n will be replaced by "wl, w2, w3".
We use the where notation to specify repetition. Repetition statements can be combined using the keyword and to
specify multi-dimensional variables. For example, the statement:
"x<i><j> where i := 1 to 3 andj := 1 to 3
would generate the following string in the kernel level program:
xll, xl2, xl3, x21, x22, x23, x31, x32, x33
The constvars construct determines which values are to be input as constants to the kernel level program.
11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

•

The instream construct (4) determines which registers will hold new input values in the kernel level program
when they are received from the input stream.
The outstream construct (5) determines which registers will be used for output in the kernel level program
when valid values have been computed.
The function construct (6) defines a function routine in the obvious way.
The cell construct (7) defines the functionality and placement of particular cells or modules within the system.
Notice the use of the variable declaration, this is necessary to allow type checking in the kernel level program.
The construction of the complete concurrent assignment for the kernel level program is achieved by
expanding the left and right hand side of each concurrent assignment within each cell and then combining them
together into one single concurrent assignment
Stream input occurs before the concurrent assignment is executed during every mh cycle. If the input period 1t
is not specified then it is assumed to be 1, i.e. we input data every cycle. Stream output always occurs after the
concurrent assignment is executed.
Variable initialisation and constant value input statements are generated automatically before the central
repeat-forever body commences.
The predefined time variable t is incremented after the read, compute, write operations have all been
completed; thus, the length of a single time cycle includes input and output as well as the execution of the
concurrent assignment
The high level concurrent assignment program HcoNV (with dimension n = 3) will generate the kernel level
concurrent assignment program PcoNVz given in Figure 4.6.2
The structure of PcoNVz is the same as that of the previous program PcoNV, however its high level description is
far clearer; and its construction simpler and quicker. We do not have large concurrent assignments in our high level
program; and can easily alter the size of the ones generated simply by changing a single variable n in HcoNV .
4.7 Conclusion

The generation of the kernel level program PcoNV2 using the pre-processor was very simple. All the
information contained in the high level program HcoNV was gained directly from the stream specification and the
systolic diagrams.
The new notation is independent of size, input and output periods and set-up time; it clearly reflects the
structure of the original systolic design and does not contain large or complex concurrent assignments. In addition,
because the generation of the kernel level programs is automatic, inconsistencies in algorithm designs are easier to
spot.
Pre-processors for various commonly occurring classes of synchronous algorithms can be created and
optimised as our classification theory of synchronous algorithms develops.
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( 1)

sysparams
n is 3 -- size for which the algorithm should be constructed.
endsysparams

(2)

algorithm conv : ring'n * [ring] -> [ring] -- the algorithm itself
constvars
w<i> where i := 1 ton; -- constant values
instream
x<l>; -- register to store incoming stream elements.
outstream
y<l>; -- register to store outgoing stream elements.
network conv -- beginning of the network description
function f: ring'3 -> ring -- definition offunction routine
invars w, x, y; -- input arguments
outvars inner.prod; -- return value
inner.prod := w * x + y
endfunction
cell io -- define a cell called io
var y : ring -- declare local variable for type checking
yd>:= f(w<l>, X<l>, y<2>)
endcell
cell inner_prod -- define a cell called inneryrod
var w,x,y : ring
x<i>, y<i> := x<i-1>, f(w<i>, x<i>, y<i+b) where i := 2 ton
endcell
cell zero -- define a cell called zero
vary: ring
y<n+b := 0
endcell
endnetwork -- end of the network description

(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)

(7)

Figure 4.6.1: Pre-processor program HcoNv

var
t : time; -- predefined variable for time
wl,w2,w3,x0,xl,x2,x3,y0,yl,y2,y3,y4: ring -- variables derived from cells

function f: ring* ring* ring-> ring -- from high level program.
invars w,x,y;
outvars inner.prod;
inner.prod := w * x + y
endfunction
t := O; -- initialise system clock.
x0,xl,x2,x3,y0,yl,y2,y3,y4 := 0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0; -- initialise network cell vars.
read (wl, w2, w3); -- read in constant weights
repeat -- continually repeat execution of the system
read (xl); -- read in new values every cycle
yl,x2,y2,x3,y3,y4 := f(wl,xl,y2),xl,f(w2,x2,y3),x2,f(w3,x3,y4),0;
write (yl); -- write out result every cycle
t := t + 1 -- increment the system clock
forever

Figure 4.6.2: Concurrent assignment program PcoNvz
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5. A proposal for a language

We propose to specify and implement a language based on the four constructs: abstract data types; clocks;
function routines; and concurrent assignments. The language will be called CARESS (for Concurrent Assignment
REpresentation for Synchronous Systems). A prototype language and compiler exist without the feature of userdefined abstract data types; a programmer's toolset involving ideas explained in Section 4 is being developed.
The language promises to be a satisfactory tool for analysing synchronous concurrent systems in the
algorithmic stages of their design, both theoretically and experimentally.
From the point of view of its formal definition, and the specification and verification of its programs, the
language benefits in the short term from its use of stores and assignments, since the semantics, and Floyd-Hoare
verification theory, of elementary von Neumann constructs is well understood (see Apt (1981], de Bakker (1980]
and Tucker and Zucker (1987]). Such work is a good foundation for studies of function routines which play an
essential role in using abstract data type modules (a substantial study of this topic is Jervis (1987]). However, in the
case of verification there is an alternative longer term strategy that we will explain shortly.
In this paper we have concentrated on some basic ideas involved in programming, simulating, and testing
designs for algorithms with a language like CARESS. Note that the formal specification of synchronous systems, by
means of stream transformers, is essential in order to give us a theoretical foundation for testing that allows us to
automatically simulate and test our synchronous designs.
The ideas on formal specification we have used have been studied in detail independently of their application
to CARESS in Harman and Tucker (1987] . The formulation of user specifications and implementation
specifications is an interesting activity in its own right and requires its own software tools to create files of streams
and to execute or animate specifications on such test data. Practical work on such a stream specification simulator is
in progress as part of the project on the stream specification and translation language discussed in 4.2.
The language CARESS coupled to a stream specification simulator is intended to form the basis of a software
environment for the design of synchronous algorithms.
To this basic environment can be added a functional language based upon abstract data types, clocks, and
recursive functions . This language will be used to represent algorithms based on the synchronous model of Section 1
with a view to formally proving function programs representing synchronous algorithms meet specifications. It is
important to think of this second collection of constructs as forming an independent language; an introduction to the
constructs can be found in Thompson and Tucker (1985] where the algorithms of Section 3 are formalised and
proved to be sorters; a detailed account of a prototype language, together with more complex algorithms and
verifications, is contained in Thompson (1987] . This language we intend to call DEDEKIND, after Richard
Dedekind who introduced the primitive recursive functions in 1888.
However, the idea behind adding the functional language DEDEKIND is to provide a second language, which
is suited to verification, and is computationally equivalent to CARESS, which is suited to simulation and testing.
The detailed study of the proofs of equivalence of constructs, and intertranslation of programs, has been undertaken
by B. C. Thompson, who has also shown that the functional language is very well suited to formalising top-down
design: see Thompson [1987].
In our prototype multirepresentational environment we propose to compile DEDEKIND programs to CARESS
programs for their execution.
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